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Yesterday morning our Panel issued a report analyzing the overall effectiveness of TARP, in a 
comprehensive year-end review.  And while the Report criticized several of TARP’s 
shortcomings to date, it also gave a large share of credit to the Obama Administration and to 
Congress (and in my opinion to the Fed and the FDIC) for the achievement of the primary 
objectives of EESA.  
 
TARP’s primary objectives were to restore financial stability and liquidity and this has largely 
been achieved, as the report stated and I elaborated on in my “Additional Views” section of the 
report.  This reflection is critically important so that the American public can fully appreciate the 
depth of the crisis and how the Treasury’s multi-prong response stabilized not only the financial 
sector but also avoided a dramatic worsening – if not collapse – in the “real economy.” 
 
But Congress also charged Treasury with using TARP funds to preserve homeownership, and we 
are now entering perhaps the most critical stage of Treasury’s foreclosure prevention program.  
Hundreds of thousands of mortgage modifications in their trial phase are at risk of not converting 
to permanent modifications because servicers are not obtaining adequate supporting 
documentation from homeowners.  The majority of the homeowners in these trials are in fact 
making their modified monthly payments, but they will soon be in danger of elimination from 
the program and will again face foreclosure as their trial period expires with documentation still 
deemed insufficient. 
 
I am sure you agree that neither homeowners, nor our financial system, can afford a trip back to 
square one.   
 
I look forward to reviewing these and other issues with you this morning and thank you again for 
your time with us today. 

 


